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Section I

The second century marked the advent of an entirely new era for

the Christian church. The influential generation of the century had

been old enough to have come into direct contact with bhose who had

known Jesus, but v,¡ere still young enough to have had very dif ferent

concerns from those of the Apostolic age. idibh the death of the last

Apostle, the concerns had begun to shift from bhe problems of the

specific, rather isolated Christian communities to the wider Jewish and

pagan worlds. The emphases of Christian wriLers had drifted from

writings of consolidation, to writÍngs of potitical relationships. Ïn

the words of George T. Purves, ttThe age of discovery and conviction

had long since been followed by thal of doubt, comparison, and mutual

approximabion.rr ( 1 ) These doubts and mutual approximations were

Iargely bhe result of a heightened awareness among some Chrislians that

there existed a need for writings which offered clear explanations of

Christian practices and beliefs directed toward pagan and Jewish

audiences, if lhe community was to survive in a world ruled by pagans.

This nev¡ brand of Christian populated the movemenl which has hence been

caIIed the Apologetic movement.

A movement which had as its goal the explanation and defence of

Christianiby became especially important in tight of the sporadic

persecutions which had begun to be dÍrected against Christians during

the Apostolic age. As Barnard points out, rrA faith which forbad its

followers to sacrifice to bhe State deities-- and especially bo the

genius of the Emperor-- could only be held, it t",as said, by a community

of atheists capable of any crime.rr Q) The rrreligious crimes,rl
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combined wiLh the Christian disdain and condemnation of the

contemporary entertainments (such as the theatre and the circus), made

the community particularly vulnerable to accusations and local

persecubions. It i^ras in this atmosphere that Justin, son of Priscus t

and native of Flavia Neapolis wrobe his first Apology. The oslensible

reason for Justin I s writing the Apology was in order bo rrpetition in

behatf of those of all nations who are unjustly hated and wantonly

abused, myself being one of them.tr (3) However, it becomes clear that

Justinrs writings are far more than a simple stabement begging for lhe

forgiveness of ChrisLians. In fact, Justin t s works are truly

Apologetic, in the sense that they posilively affirm the innocence of

Christians by affirming the fundamental rationality of their position.

The Apologebic tradition itself was not a Christian development.

In fact, the tradilion most likelY dated back to the apologia r oF lhe

case on behalf of the defendant, when Socrates himsetf used Lhe method

in order to affirm his innocence before the council of the Athenians.

It v,ras, therefore, a method wibh which a Hellenistic public could

identify, and for that reason an effecbive means of reaching thaf

public. This had been previously dernonstrated by Philo of Alexandria,

the Jewish-Hellenistic Apologist of the first century. (4) However,

the first instance in the Christian tradition wherein the Apologetic

style of argument is used in an effective blend of bhe pagan

philosophies with the Chrisbian beliefs is in lhe writings of Justin.

Even within the Christian tradition, it must be admitLed thaf

Justin was not the firsb writer to use ühe classical philosophies in

his attempt to clarify Christian principles. Eusebius, in his

Ecclesiastical Historv includes fragments from the losþ works of fwo

Atheniansr Quadratus and Aristeides, which, accordÍng to Jerome, hlere
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presented to the Emperor Trajan. These included quotations from fhe

philosophers. (5) Although von Campenhausen is perhaps too harsh in

labeling Quadratust and Aristidest efforts as ttso bungling, derivative,

and primiLive that they can safely be disregarded,rr (6) clearly these

writers were not of lhe same calibre as Justin. Justin is, therefore,

properly held to be the first person to successfully combine

Christianity with the mosb compatible elements of philosophy. The

implications of this success are manifold, but perhaps most important

among these is bhe fact that this melding of philosophy and religion

marks the beginnÍng of Christian theology.

Justints achievement is particularly remarkable in tight of the

attitude expressed by Paul in his Epistle to the Colossians. Tn it he

states, ItBevüare lest any man spoil you through philosophy. tr (7) This

epistle is the only place where philosophy is mentioned in the New

Testament, and Lhe attitude towards the subject is clearly one of

suspicion. Given the Apostlers stern warning, Justints statement, rr...

and I find in Christianity nothing hostile to Plato, but only lhe

completion of that which Plato and other philosophers taught,rr (8)

would seem like an anomaly from a Pauline standpoint. 0n the other

hand, Justints ecletic and rabher unoriginal at0itude is a typical one

for a philosopher of his time, and as Justin styled himself as a

phifosopher, perhaps it is more appropriate to discuss him from this

standpoint. From fhis perspective, Justin can be labeled a Middle

platonist, without compromising any of his beliefs as a Christian.

Litt,le is known about Justints life beyond what he sLates in his

writings. In his first Apology, Juslin writes 1i;hat he v¡as born in the

Samaritan city of FIavia Neapolis in Palestine, the son of Priscus and

grandson of Bacchius. Although he once calls the Samaritans
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compatriots, this is no indication that Justin is in any sense

0rienlal. This is clear from the fact of his Iate acquanitance with

the Hebrew scriptures, thal he I¡Ias uncircumcised, and his Greek

education. (9) ls von Campenhausen stafes:

...Justin was originally a pagan. He Seems to have been
a typical representative of the urban upper-middle class of
tfie- time-- ioyat, detached from ancient traditions, anq
cosmopolitan in outlook, intellectualty active and
inlerêsled, honest of mind, and economically independent.
(10)

Eusebius has Iiftle to say about Justinrs Iife, other than placing the

Xystus (11), bhe site of fhe dialogue between Justin and Trypho, in fhe

city of Ephesus. There, it is implied in the Dialogue , Justin had

begun to act as a philosopher, and had affected to corrqsponding

attire.
Justin is nexb found in Rorne, when Lhe emperor, Antoninus Piust

passed av¡ay nin the fifteenth year of his ministry.rr (12) If Eusebius

is correct in his reckoning, this woul<1 place Justin rrat the height of

his fame; in fhe garb of a philosopher,rr (13) in Rome at around 160 of

lhe common era. Given this fact, it is reasonable to assume that the

Apologies v,rere not written in Rome, âs Lhey both contain ref erences to

Antoninus Pius. Barnard dates the first Apology anywhere between 150

and 155 , and the second Apology shortly thereafber. ( 1 4 ) For the

Diatogue, Barnard dates the occurence of the historical incident of the

meeling bebween Justin and Trypho circa.

Justin then reappears in Rome in what is believed to be about the

year 165. (16) In the rrMartyrdom of Justin,rr one of Justinfs

companions staLes that, at this time, he Itgladly heard Justinrs

discourses.rr (17) Therefore, it seems safe to assume t,hat Justin vüas

teaching in Rome, and had perhaps even gabhered a school around
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Justin himself s0ates at his trial, when quesbioned as to

Christians meef ,

I live above the bath
Timothinus, and during all
in the city of Rome ) I have
the one there. (18)

of a cer0ain Martin, the son of
this time (this Ís my second staY
not known any other assembly but

There is no luay of deLermining where Justin wenl between his bwo sfays

in Rome. The trMartydomrr ends with Justin and his companions ref using

to follow the order lo sacrifice to the pagan gods, and being beheaded

as a consequence.

In order to better undersLand Justints writings, it is useful to

characterize the philosophical trends of the period. Henry Chadwick

summarizes the era as follows:

In the first and second centuries the philosophy with
which bhe Christians had come to terms, the philosophy faken
for granted by ordinary educated folk, vlas in ef fect a blend
of Stoicism and PIatoni.sm. (19).

Of course, to reduce the second century to lhese few sentences is a

gross oversimplification. The strands of philosophy which drew

adherents v¡ere extremely diverse. Jusbin himself suggesLs Lhat he drew

instruction from Platonists, Stoics, Peripatetics, Theoretics (who v,rere

probably the Sceptics) and Py0hagoreans. Copleston descrilres these

varied schools of phitosophy which were flourishing in the second

century. The Stoics, h€ explains, hlere followers of Zeno, engaged in a

Iogic of dialectic, and believed thab the world substance I/'Jas composed

of fire. In contrast, the Per ipatelics followed the teachings of

Aristotle, and believed in the intrinsic capacity of alI bhings to

reach their ideal state. Human beings, by virtue of their capacify fo

reason, could understand the true nature of the Good, and achieve it in

this Iife by completely fulfilling their potential. This contrasfs

with Platonic idealism, wherein it was believed that the forms, or
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ideals h¡ere unreachable except by the Philosopher, and !hat the besf

that could be hoped for most bras simpty to approach the forms. God,

according the the Peripatetics, hlas unutterable and ineffable. The

Scepbics were the intellectual progeny of the Cynics, and believed in

the relativity of all assertions and positions. The Pythagoreans, âs

their name implies, !üere students of Pythagoras, and indulged in an

ascebic lifestyle, with a strict belief in soul/body dualism, coupled

in the neo-pythagoreans with a growing inlerest in questions relating

to the divine.

If this description could be combined, with a few details added,

it might adequately represent what has been labelled Middle Platonism.

Father Frederick Copleston poinLs out thal Middle Platonism rrdoes not

present bhe character of a unitary whole,rt (20) but rather is an

eclectic, transitory stage between lhe original Platonists and the

neo-platonism of Plotinus. |^lith Plotinus and his f ollower s, one f inds

enough coherence to call a lrue philosophical shcool. It is not

surprising, then, that the thinkers of the MiddIe Platonist movetnenf

should be diverse, and occasionally contradictory.

The occasional contradiction should nob, however, obscure two

irnportant elements common to all of the Middte Platonists. The first

is lhat MiddIe platonism, Iike Neo-Pythagoreanism, vüas responding to

the increased interest in religious issues which v,¡as characteristic of

the age . As a result, the Middle Platonists borrowed the

Neo-pythagorean idea of the Divine transcendance, coupling it with fhe

typically Plabonic notion of the existence of intermediate beings.

This synthesis resulted in a notion of God which lent itself to the

applicabion of Arislotelian terms, such as trnamelessrrr and rrineff able.rl

This conceptuaLization emerged at bhe turn of the Christian period, by
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which time fhe Platonists had begun to adopt the ArisLotelian notion of

God as the rlunmoved mover,rf and tf thought thinking itself . tr (21) There

¡¡as, in the second place, an increasing tendency to concentrabe on the

specific writings and Iives of bhe founders of the philosophical

schools. (ZZ) JusLin himself refers to thi s phenomenon in the

Dialogue. In it, he wriles,
!'lhat philosophy is, however , and the reason v,rhy it h"q

been sent down to men, have escaped the observation of
mosl...It has happened that those who first handled it Ii.e.
philosophyJ, and who were therefore esteemed illusbrious men'
were succeeded by those who made no investigations concerning
truth, but only admired the perseverence and self-discipline
of the former, as wetl as the novelty of the.doctrines...then
moreover, thoáe latter persons handed down to their
Successors such things, anO others similar to them; and-ffi
system was called by the name of him who uras styled the
father of lhe doctrine. (23)

V,lhat Justin did not realize, hras that he vuas criticising an approach

which he himself engaged in. That is to sâV, lÍke the philosophers he

accuses of ignorance abouL the true nature of phitosophy, Justin seems

lo show greater interest in the lives and actual dicta of Plato and

Socrates, than in any critical or analytical discussion of their

thought. This attitude could weII have been responsible for the

apparent tendency to constanLly compare one I s phitosophy with that of

other novements. Therefore, according to Barnard, Justints unfavorable

portrayat of the SCoic and Peripatetic teachers in lhe Dialogue reflect

a sui generis tendency of fhe Middle Platonisbs to dogmaLically oppose

alI other systems. QU) ff¡is tendency to oppose other philosophical

systems, while at the same time incorporating many of their ideas, and

retaining a greal deal of respect for the founders of all of the

schools is obviously in conflict, and it is certainly true that not all

thinkers did il Lo the same degree. This conflict !,¡as' howevert

characteristically MiddIe Platonic. Not until PIotinus, in the third
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century of the common era, was a comfortable synLhesis of the currenfs

effected.

In order to understand better Justinrs philosophy, it may be

useful to examine briefty his contemporaries and predecessors within

the Middle plaLonist tradition, both pagan and Jewish, and their

specific ideas primarily about the nature of the Deity and of fhe

logos. This is not meanb as a claim that Justin v'¡as f amiliar with the

specific works of any particular one of these men r but il is cerLainly

true fhat they were responsible for certain philosophic tendencies and

attitudes of the age to which Justin responded. V'lhether Justin

actually read Philo, for example, is less significanb than the fact

that his meLhod of exegesis, and cerlain of his notions about the

relationship of the philosophers to bhe prophets, are Philonic '

Knowing the v,Iay in which the notions were transmitted is interesting t

but not necessary. Therefore, the attempt will be made to situate

Justin in the midst of a philosophical milieu, and discuss how his

theories are consistent with those of some of his contemporaries. No

attempt will be made bo determine which specific texts Justin used.

Theories and speculation on bhis particular issue of Justinrs thought

are numerous, and inconclusive. Suffice to say Nhat it is known that

Justin knew aE least the popular dialogues of Plato, either directly or

indirectly, and cites freely from them. V'lhat Gospels Justin knew is

widely disputed. If in fact he did not know the Gospel of John, it

seems true that he u,as famil iar wilh concepts, especially wiLh regard

to the logos, which are elaborated in John. However, this may be the

result of a philosophical tradition common to both Justin and the

Apostle. In this context it is interesting to note that the Gospel of

John was probably writlen in Ephesus, and therefore, an intellectual
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tradition of the logos may have arisen there. The relationship between

the ideas of Justin and John will be elaborated upon further below. It

is undisputed that Justin made use of the Septuagintr âs in fhe

Dialogue he makes reference to the famous story of its creation.

The principte notion at the heart of the Middle Platonist concepl

of God is transcendence leading to hierarchy. The argument states that

God is so transcedent, that He cannot come into conLact with matter.

Therefore, among those MiddIe Platonist who believed that God had

created the wor1d, it v,¡as argued that God would need some sort of

intermediary being, which emanated from Him, and therefore participated

in Him, but was qualitatively separate from Him. This is a notion

which, âL least in some measure, was taken from the Neo-Pyfhagoreans'

and can be seen exemplified in Eudorus of Alexandria, circa 25 B.C.

Eudorusr notion of God is that of a threefold One or En. The first

part of the En is the ground of being, or the Supreme Godhead. The

second En is the tetagmeno, or rnaintainer of order, which, along with

the monas (or solitary or lone one) is referred to as the aorisfos

duas, or infinite two. Evidently, what Eudorus is proposing in a

simple threefotd hierarchy of God. (25)

By the second century of current era , Lhe lranscendence o f God uras

being referred to in more Aristotelian terms. Atbinus divides God into

the protos Theos, the nous, and the psyche. As in Aristotle, the

protos Theos is unmoved, and does not act through efficient causer but

it is not the mover. The probos Theos acts through the Nous, the

t'üorLd-SouI or I'lorId-IntelIect. In between the Divine and fhe

phenomenal are intermediate beings and star-gods, called oi genetoi

Theoi. In typically eclectic fashion, Albinus incorporated the

platonic Ideas into his system by positing eternal Ideas of God. (26)
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The MiddIe Platonist tradition v,ras not restricted to pagan

philosophers. PhiIo of Alexandria, the Jewish writer of the early

first century, also developed theories which could properly be said to

represent the MiddIe Platonist brand of eclecticism. !'¡ith reference to

God ts nature, Philo writes in De Mutabione Nomine, 28, rrHe cannot

change or alter and needs nothing else al all, so fhat all lhings are

His, but He himself in the proper sense belongs to none. tr (27 )

Therefore, according to Philo, there must exist a Creative Potency

which v,ras responsible for the worId, and aI1 things therein. This is

the distinction bebween To 0n, and Theos. Sandmel interprets the

existences of Theos and kyrios as facets of To 0n when He t,,¡as engaging

in activity which is humanly perceptible. (28) However, Sandmel grants

that Philo held God to be utberly transcendenl and unknowable.

Therefore, rather bhan calling Theos and k rios rrfacetsrl of God, it

might be appropriate to refer bo them as intermed iate dynameis roF

por/rers which emanate f rom God, and allow the Divine to come into

contac! with the material. In keeping with the Middle Platonist ideas,

PhiIo could be interpreted as holding that the dynameis participated in

To 0n, but !.rere qualitatively differenL from it. In this wayr Philo

remained consistent with fhe traditional Jewish notion that God is bobh

immanent and transcendent.

Justin, too inheribed a traditional notion of God very similar to

Philots upon his conversion to Christianity. As Barnard poinls out:

...Justin remained a Plabonist even after his conversion
to Christianity. He retained the idea of God as unknowable
and transcendent, the Unmoved first cause, Nameless and
Unuþterable. . . Indeed, it would be fair to say that this
phitosophic idea of God remained uppermost in his mind and
threatened, aE times, the more biblical and Christian idea
which JusLin knew as a fact of experience . Q9)
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A mere substitution of the word tJewishr for tChristiâñ, t and the

passage could have easily referred to Philo. Therefore, as in the case

of phito and the dichotomy between Palesfinian and Alexandrian Judaism,

it is proper to consider Justinfs concept of God as twofold. Howevert

it must be remembered that Justin did nob have any theory which

genuinely reconciled the two notions of God. The concept of the logost

which witl be discussed below maintained the qualitative distinction

bebween God and the material world, and can be explained as the

equivalent of an intermediate being. Barnard discusses lhe words which

Justin uses when referring to God. These include rrtranscendent,

eternal r passionless, the incorruptible one rrr and others which

emphasize Godts utter removal from the spatial and the material. (30)

The words which Juslin uses in reference to the immanent nature of God,

such as rrFather 
r 
rr or rrCreator,rr can be inüerpreted r âs in PhiIo r âs

pov,¡er s of the Pure Being which manif esL themselves in spe cif ic

capacities. In Justin, therefore, can be seen characteristic Middle

Platonic notions about the Deity, derived from Platonic, Aristotelian,

and Neo-pythagorean sources. More than iust putting Christian

doctrines into ¡he language of philosophy in order to make their stand

clear to a pagan audience, Justin geniunely believed these theories'

occasionally to the detriment of his Chrislian orthodoxy.

The doctrine of the Logos will be discussed in far greater detail

belowr €specially as it relaLes lo Justin, þul it is appropriate here

to discuss briefly the history of the term, and point oub Middle

platonisl usages. The word Logos in its philosophical sense probably

originated with Heraclitus and the Stoics. According to Charles Biggs,

"To the Sto ic the ¡ífo ç Ko t ,t ó s , the >dro ç

Divine Force, the Anima Mundi. (31) In the fusion

drref/drt<ó5 , is the

of philosophies which
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v,¡ere contained in the MiddIe Platonist movements, the logos became the

rational principle of God, which directed the world. It was also among

the Middle platonists bhat the term logos acquired an ethical

significance which wilI be discussed at length in relation to Justin.

This combination of the ideas of a rational V'lorId-principle, and an

inner force which directed individuals toward Reason hlas likely based

on fhe Neo-pythagorean idea of placing the ldeas in the Nous, rãther

than in the Godhead . ß2)

This idea is also reminiscent of Philo, although it is difficult

to find a coherent Logos lheory running Lhrough all of Philo. Urban

and Henry state that Philo uses the term logos variously to mean, rrthe

mind of God r 
tr the rrtruths of reason,rr the ilminds of men rrr the rrrules of

right reason, rr rrreasons and vlords, rr the ItFirst Creation of God, rf and

ilthe being tthrough whom alt things were made.ttt(33) The common

characteristic in atl of Nhese descriptive terms is that lhey are aIl

qualitatively inferior to Pure Being. The logos is the rrfirst

begotben, n but it is clearly begotten. The logos is the principal hosa

gegone, but it is still very clearly intermediate between God and the

material worId. (34) Like the pagan MiddIe Platonists, io PhiIo the

Iogos has no relationship with a historical manr as in Christian

doctrine although, as v,re shall see , Justin I s conception of the Iogos t

like his concept of God, has a powerful philosophical bent, which

threatens to override his orthodoxy. The Philonie concept of the logos

is more striclly pIaLonic, stating that bhe Platonic Ideas are placed

onto the Logos, making the Logos the Topos, or site of the Ideal world.

(35) It is an idea simitar t,o the one in the Timaeus, where Plato

ref ers to lhe rrsoul of the Universe.rl

Therefore, it seems to be safe to roob Justin firmly in the Middle
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platonic tradition. A clear example of the eclecticism of his a8€r

Juslin made bhe jumps from a Stoic teacher to a Peripatetic, to a

pythagorean, lo a Platonist, and finally to a Christian, which offered

a philosophical system which allowed the synthesis of whal Justin

considered !o be the besb elements of them all. By adopting the

beliefs of lhe Hebrew prophets, Justin found what he held to be an old

phitosophical tradition, and placed the classical thinkers in a

wholistic scheme, much in the same vüay as Philo, and even the some

obher platonists of his day. Purves offers an interesting if somewhat

sentimental insight into the mind of the philosophical Christian when

he writes, rrChristianity was set forth as the reconciliation of the

terrÍbIe discord belween the conclusions of reason and the needs of

humanity, and as the expression of all that the human mind had learned

to be good and true.rt (36) It is doublless a sentiment which would

have appealed to Jusbin.
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Section II

As a Middre platonist, it is not surprising that Justin v'¡as

inberested in the doctrine of of the logos' In fact' significant

portions of his two Apologi e s and the Dialoßue v'¡1 th TrvPho are given uP

to discussion of the logos' It is also true bhat this docbrine v'tas to

play a greal Part in the Trinitarian controversies which rocked the

developing church in the ensuing centuries, and it was Justin who first

gave the concept of Lhe logos legibimacy within the Christian movemenf

as a means for apprehending truth in a rational manner. ( t ) rt is of

use'therefore,toexamineJustin'sdoctrineofthelogos
in greater

depth, and determine whether Jutstin is approaching the concept from a

t Chrisbian t or I pagan t perspective ' It is of ten held that Justin, irl

particular, and the Middle Platonists in general, took the notion of

the logos ermatikosfromtheStoics,anddivorceditofitsSP

ontological significance. This is evidenced by Barnardts claim thab

in bobh Justin and Middle Platonism the idea of the tseed forcesl
il

is given amoralandethicalinterpretationandisnotconnectedwith

the stoic tlorld Reason.tr (2) This preference for a non-Johannine

interpretation of the role of the

to lhe understanding of the Place

Iogo s in Justin suggests that the key

of the logos should preferentially be

sought among the non-christian sources. such an analysis' iî fact'

willbefoundloofferSomeinsightintoJusbin'srelationshipwiththe
early ChrisLians, as well his possible molives for adopting a

rationalistic view of the logos in the face of the Johannine emPhasis

the epistemologies of
on faith. This wilt be ParticularlY evident

the Cwo men are comPared '

when
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It brill be shown that in the Stoic school, Lhe logos sperma tiko s

hras not as slrictly monistic as it has tradifionally been held, but

rather that the pantheism gave vray to a more dualistic attitude toward

God and the world. In this scheme, the logos took on a role of inward

thrusting toward Lhe divine. Tn addition, it wilI be demonstrated that

the Iogos in Justints writings takes on mebaphysical importance even

through the concept of the logos spermatikos in a vúay whÍch seems lo be

in harmony with the Stoic l¡üorld Reason. Thal is not to say thal his

beliefs are strict,Iy Stoic, for it has already been established that

the category which is best applicable to Justin is MiddIe Platonism.

Rather, io bhe eclectic spirit of that rschool of thought,r it should

not be surprising thab Justin would reflect some Stoic sympathies.

A possible explanabion for this which will be examined at greater

Iengt,h is the fact that Justin h¡as a convert to Christianity after a

reasonably extensive training in philosophy. Therefore, he was

probably familiar with the concept of the logos prior to his education

in Christian doctrine. In order to examine Juslinrs doctrines about

the logos sperma tiko s it will be useful to discuss the concept of the

logos in a general manner, with reference to attitudes common among

pagans and Christians. In particular, it will be demonstrated that

Justin and John disagree fundamentally with regard to their respecbive

ideas of the role which the logos plays in the acquisition of truth. A

better understanding of this will allow for a clearer picture of the

role of the logos spermabikos in the writings of Justin Martyr. My

finat analysis of this study will lead to lhe conclusion that Justinfs

logos doctrine is fundamentally a pagan one, more aL home Ín the

writings of the Stoics than in the Fourbh Gospel. However, it must be

specified that, even if a clear affinity is found between the writings
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of Justin Martyr and those of the Stoics, under no circumstances did

Justin consider himself a Stoic. 0n the contrary, Juslin would have

been adamant aboub the fundamental Christianity of his bel iefs.

Neverbheless, Justin rs ideas v,¡ere not in perfect harmony with his

Christian predecessors, especially on the subject of philosophy.

Interestingly, ib is precisely on the subject of philosophy that Justin

is in greatest agreemenb wi|h the pagan thinkers of his Lime.

I,,lhen Justin wrote in the second half of the second century, the

term tlogosf was already replete with significance. That is lo saVr

even beyond the meanings of the word itself, an educated reader would

presuppose any number of associations with the berm, due to its long

hisbory in the philosophical schools. Therefore, it comes as no

surprise that Justin introduces the Lerm into his writings as one which

would be famillar to his readers. This would hold most true for pagan

readers with an average background in philosophy. Howeverr through

Philo, it is not unreasonable to suppose that those Jews in the

Hellenistic tradition would also have a cerbain sophistication with

regard to the logos doctrine. Stil1, Shotwell makes the very astute

observation thaf

. . Justin uses the concept of the Logos very little in the
Dialogue and the concept of bhe second one called God very
litLle in fhe I Apology. They both refer to the same onet
Jesus...I¡{hen he spoke to Genti}es, he used the doctrine of
Lfre Logos to make his explanation acceptable. I¡'lhen he bras

speaking to Jews, he used.the type of explanation fhat would
be acceptable to them. (3)

Evidently, Justin understands that the term tlogosr is most mean ingfu I

the idea of

Jews reading

equivalent,

However, in

for his primarily pagan audience of his Apologies whereas

the tsecond one called Godt will be rnosl understandable to

the DiaLogue. But , just as Philo sav', the two terms as bei.ng

so Justin felt no qualms about using them interchangeably.
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either case, the use of the term rlogost can be traced back bo the

pre-Socratics, and il seems IikeIy that Justinrs audience, bofh pagan

and Hellenic/Jewish, would be familiar with it, and invest in it a

variety of meanings independent of its Christian usage.

The acbual definitions of the word t logos t , as has already been

implied, are manifold. To quote Charles Biggs, trlt denoLes with equal

faciliby the uttered word, the reasoning mind, or again a plan, schemet

system. rr (4) Perhaps the most accessible vüay of aproaching the logos,

al least for the purposes of this study, is in a bipartite manner:

inward thought, and the outward expression of thal thought, especially

by v.ray of speech. (5) ThÍs is in no vüay limited to the speech or

reason of human beings. For example, in theistic religions, the Logos

can be thoughf of as revelation or even creation through the Divine

word. By the same loken, the logos can be thought of as the Divine

Reason from which proceeds the creative Word. In Lerms of popular

usage in philosophical schools, Goodenough claims bhab the logos lended

lo be seen as rra tink of some kind which connecLed a transcendant

Absolute with the world and humanity." (6)

In the Stoic school of thought, the concept of the logos !'¡as

intimately linked with the Iogos spermatikos. The Stoics believed that

human beings participated in tseed forces'(spermatikoi logoi) which can

be defined roughly as Lhe rational principle which governs the flow of

the universe. It h¡as these seed forces which permeated human beingst

as well as all lhings, and allowed for an ordered universe. For this

reason, the Stoic belief has tradÍtionally been considered to be

ultimaLely pantheistic. As Martindale stales,

..the Seed-Logos Iin Stoic thought] does not only mean the
scatteredr pârtial manifestation of the universal plan in
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in
me
in

separated units, buL the springing, thrusting ac
each which causes it to develop and grow towards
Unification...It could be regarded statically as
man; and dynamically, as driving man upward from withint
6wârds a tdiviner expansion and perfection.rf (B)

In this explanation, the lwo-pronged nature of the logos can be

observed once again. Not only is the logos the thought within, but it

is also the expression or manifestation of the thought as welI.

However, it remains to be shown how this logos doctrine is the immanent

expression of an Absolute in the Stoic scheme r âs it v'ras in Justin I s.

The pantheism of the Stoics had its origins in the works of

Heraclitus, the spiritual ancestor of the Stoa. Although Heraclitus

vlas not a member of the Stoa in a strict sense, lhe later Stoic

thinkers attributed many of their beliefs to this partÍcular

pre-SocraLic. God, in Heraclitust belief, vJas the Universal Logos or

Reason, which v,ras completely immanent in all things. This Reason

brought a11 things into uniby, and determined universal 1aw. Human

reason was, Heraclitus believed, simply a temporal manifestation of

this universal Reason. However, this type of conception of God as an

immanent Principle which provides meaning for aIl things, and appears

to manifest itself as divine Law tends to produce a psychologieal

attitude which is ab variance with the idea of God as merely a cosmic

Unity. As Copleston points out, the resulL of this tension rfbecame

very clear in the Stoic School, the members of which often betray a

mental attitude and employ language that would suggesL a theistic

conception of God, rather than the pantheistic conception logically

demanded by the cosmological system.rf (9) hlith this Ín mind, it is not

difficult to see how the logos spermatikos could take the role of

intermediary between the Universal Logos, and human beings. If the

Univer saI Logos, or 1,{orId-Sou1 takes on theistic overtones, then the
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natural interpretabion for the logos spermatikos is as fhe immanenf

manifestation of the Divine and transcendent Logos.

the writers of the early

as Chrysippus, Cleanfhes,

Theislic bendencies are evident even in

Stoa. The Lo8os, according to writers such

the founder of the Stoic school, Zeno, is an Active Principle

is contained all of the activiby of the world. Although this

vúay a personal vision of the diviner one need only look at

even to that ofCleanthes I Hvmn to Zeus for a theism comparable

Christianily. The hymn conbains such lines as:

O God most glorious, called by many a name,/ Naturers great
King, through endless years the same;/ Qmnipotencer who by
lhy just decree/ Controllest alI. . .Lo ! yonder heaven r that
round the earth is wheeLedr/ Follows thy guidance, still to
thee doth yield/ Glad homage;thine unconquerable hand/ Such
f laming minisLer, the Ievin-br and r/ !'lieldeth, a sword
two-edged, whose deathless might/ puJ.sates through all bhat
Nature brings to LighLi/ Vehicle of the universal !,lord ' that
flows/ Through all ..Chaos to thee is order: in thine eyes/
The unloved is lovely, who didtst harmonise/ Things evil with
things good, that there should be/ One lrlord through all
things everlast LngLy . / One l"lord- whose volce alas ! the
wickèd spurn;/ Insatiate for the good their spirits yearn:/
Yet seeing see not, neither hearing hear/ Godrs universal
law, which those revere/ By reason guided, happiness who win.
(10)

It seems evident lhal the sentiment which Cleanthes is expressing is

that of a transcendent deity made immanent through the word which flows

from the Universal 1¡,lord. That is to saV r Zeus is the rrvehiclerr of the

t¡,lord in the sense that he is the source who allows the l,lord to flow

from him into all. Although Zeus is the Omnipotent deity who oversees

the sum of Creation, he is still made utterly immanenb through the t'lord

which flows throughout the world.

By the time of the Middle Platonists, the berm rlogosr and the

concept of logos spermatikos seem to have taken on as many different

meanings as there vuere thinkers. This should not be surprising, sÍnce
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MiddIe Platonists do nob constitute a school in the traditional sense.

Rather, Middte Platonism rep."""na, , transitional period of Platonist

thinkers who cannot be considered true Platonists because of their

r¿illingness fo incorporate freely ideas from other schools, while

maintaining the uLmost of regard for the Platonic dialogue. 0n the

other hand, the thinkers of this era preceeded lhe neo-Platonism of

Plotinus. !^lhat seems clear, however , is that the thinkers o f Middle

Platonism retained the spirif, if not the language of the Stoic

conception of the Logos.

Once again, Lhe work of Philo of Alexandria can prove a useful

tool in understanding the concept of the Logos in Middle Platonism, and

shed fight on the place of the Logos in Juslinrs cosmology. According

to Biggs, the word t logos I came to Philo frin a direct line

from. . .Heraclilus and the Stoics" ( 1 1 ) Biggs suggests bhat Philo

applied the term to the Platonic notion of the Idea, because it !,ras

consistent with Che Biblical doctrine of the I¡üord of God. (12) 0n the

other hand, it is just as reasonable to suppose that the word rlogosr

appealed lo him because of the Stoic conception of an immanent reason

which acted as the analogue of the divine Reason, and participated in

It. Sandmel states that Philo believes bhat Abraham turned to reason'

thereby discovering the logos, or capacity to reason, within himself.

It followed in Abrahamts mind, that there must be an analogous Reason

in fhe universe. (13) This is in remarkable agreement with !he Stoic

concept of the logos spermatikos within human beings being the

internalization of the Universal Logos. 0f course, there is more to

Philots logos theology than this simple concept. For example, the

logos in Phito is rrthe f irst emanation f ro¡n the Existent, his Image t

his Firstborn, and his Vicegerent. From him flow the CreaLive and
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KingIy Potencies.tr (14) This, too, seems to correspond to the Active

principle of the Stoics, which is responsibte for aII acbivity toward

the divine. In Philots sysbem, just as in Cleanthest Hymn, it seems

clear that bhe |tlogos is the knowable aspecb of God, because To 0n

reaches down into the intelligible world in the form of the Logos.rf

(15) Before one makes the criticism that the presence of this notion in

a Jewish writer might actually demonstrate Justints affinity with

Judaism rather than with pagan philosophy, it must be remembered that

philo's thought is not traditionally Jewish. Philo had felt the strong

Hellenising infLuence of Alexandria, and his tendendies were primarily

Middle PIatonic. Like the Stoics, Philo t s logos l^tas strictly

phitosophical. In other words, the logos in Philo is intimately

associated with the practice of reason, rather than with faith. Only

secondarity is the logos seen aS a vehicle of revelation.

This is in direct contrast with lhe Logos of lhe Johannine Gospel.

Although there is every reason to believe that John obt,ained his notion

of the logos from the philosophical schools which gave rise to Philo'
rrthe Johannine logos is ultimately non-philosophical.rr ( 16) Therefore,

when John writes in 1 219 that rrThat Il,lor¿ ] was the true 1ight,, which

lighteth every man thal cometh into the world,rr he is speaking of a

revelatory light which is available to all human beings. That is fo

sâV, the assertion that John is non-philosophical in his concept of the

Iogos implies a certain bype of epistemology. John believes that truth

wilt only be apprehended as a result of the direct intervention of

providence, and suggests that a radical restructuring of the cognitive

apparaLus is necessary. Proofs for this assertion wilI be offered

below, irr the secbions deating with episternology and the act of

conversion. Johnfs break with the typical philosophical view about the
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usefulness of rational reflection in the pursuit of true and universal

knowledge is possibly a function of the relatÍonship which the Apostle

had Lo the historical figure of Jesus. Johnrs ideas about the logos

spring frorn a need to explain how Jesus futfilled the prophecies of the

Hebrew Bibte. The principat truth facing John, in his mind, is the

existence of God in the very immanent person of Jesus. A reasonable

model for this dif ficully is the Hebrew Bible 'l'ilord of the Lord. I It is

easy to see how a concep0 of the utterance of the thought of God (togos

in its active mode) could be adapted to fit the historical person whom

John felt to be God imrnanent. It is equally clear lhat Johnrs

interpretation of the t'lord need not rely on the ralional apparatus of

the human mind.

For Justin, trthe gospel and the best elements in PIato and the

Stoics are almost identical ways of apprehending the same truth.rf This

is due to an adoption on Justints part of the Stoic cosmology, and

their ideas on the logos spermatikos. Through this active emanation

from bhe divine Logos, human beings had struggled toward divine

unders¡anding from the beginning of time. On the othe.r hand, Justin

also bel ieved thal the hislorical figure of Jesus had been an

incarnation of the logos, and his writings center around this apparenf

discrepancy with Stoic thought. The incarnate logos, was the

culmination of centuries of the logos acting in the world. It is for

that reason that Justin can argue that Moses or Socrates vüere

rChrisbians before Christ.t In this vtâVr Justin proposes a cosmology

which uses a very imrnanent logos to bring one into relationship with

the higher, transcendent Logos.

The term thighert is aptr for Justin believed that the logos v,,as

numerically differenf (heteros arithmo ) from God, and subordinate fo
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It. In the Dialogue, Justin writes that the word

is not numþered [as different] in name only like the light of
the sun, bul is indeed something numerically distinct...for
bhe saki: of example, I took lhe case of fire kindled from a

fire, which v{e see bo be distincb from ib, and yet that from
which many can be kindled is by no means made lessr but
remains the same (18)

This analogy suggests bhat the logos came of God, but uras not created

by God. That is to sayr the logos is consubstantial with God, but is

separate in terms of person. The words which Justin uses in order to

describe how the logos came into being center around the theme of

begetting. For example, in Diat. Ixi, Justin says Eha1u bhe logos v,tas

rrbegotten of the Father by an act of will .rr Again r in the I Apol, h€

speaks of the rrf irst begotten ( fif a)'oTo Kol ) of the unbegotten

Godfr and rf bhe f irst born of God ( nf or u3 t/o Ù o5 ) . tt ( 19 )

Accordingly, the logos, although it is made up of the same stuff as

God, is subordinate to God. As Purves points out, Juslin claims thaf

the logos in its form as Jesus is worhipped second only lo God the

Father. ( 20 )

The role of the logos is as the rragenttr of God. It corresponds to

rrreason in man. iltl is the active, divine power in lhe universe. rl

(21) In addÍtion to being the begotten of God, the reason is the force

whereby God manifests Itself in the material world.. For bhis reasont

Justin states thab tt. . .God conceived and made Lhe world by the I'lord.rr

(2Ð The logos spermaLikos is a special aspect of the logos acting in

toto. It corresponds Lo the divine Reason which manifests itself in bhe

thoughbs and words of those who trrived reasonably'tt (23) Justin claims

that Socrates, Heraelitus, Abraham, and others did, in fact, live

reasonably, and thereby partook of Lhe logos. These people, according

to Justin , were saved Chr istians. (24 ) These trseeds of truth sobln in
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the hearts of men urere the formative principle of right knowledge and

righL living.rr (25) In his discussion, therefore, of the persecutions

of Christians, Justin includes Heraclitus and the Stoics. He writes,

And those of the Stoic school-- since, so far as their
moral teachings went, they were admirable, âS were also fhe
poets in some particulars, on account of the seed of reason
I ttre Logos] implanted in every race of men-- !,¡ere r wê know t
hated and put to deathr --Heraclitus for instance, and, among
those of our ouln time, Musonius and others. (26)

Therefore, it seems clear that, for Justin, the lo8os spermabikos is

the inlernal aspect of the divine logos, which, in turn, is the

immanenC manif estation of the transcendant God. V'¡ith Jesus, Justin

believed, the whole of the logos is made manifest, and therefore, the

logos spermatikos becomes an obsolete rr.¡ay of obLaining the !'lord of God.

However, it is clear that lhis view posits an actual cosmology. The

concept of the logos spermaüikos provides a rnodel for the disseminabion

of the the revealed Word bhroughout hisLory, and thereby places

Christianity inlo a broader historical context than the Scripfures

alone provided. This brings into question the claim that, for Justin,
rrthe idea of the t seed forces t is given a moral and ethical

inberpretation and is not connected with ühe Stoic VüorId Reason. rr (27)

In fact, Justinrs cosmology shows a great deal of affinity wifh

that of the Stoics. For example, io both systems, the logos contains

the concept of its manifestation statically in the thoughts of human

beings, âs well as active in the their words. As Shotwell points out,

when Justin uses the example to show how bhe logos came from God

without diminishing It, he states that Lhe spoken ]ogos in no ulay

diminshes the thoughb, which is also 1ogos. This disfinction,

according to ShotweII, corresponds to the two divisions of Stoic logic:

the Iogos prophorikos or spoken thought, and the logos endiathetos rof
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unspoken thought. (28) Additionally, in both the Stoics and Justin'

the logos or reason which is present in human beings participates in

the universal Logos which is a product of God. Just as in Cleanthesl

Hymn, God is the vehicle of a divine Word which flows from the divine

into atl things, so Justin speaks oftrthe Word of whom every race of

men were partakers.rr (29) Both vüays of thinking seem to ref lect

Sandmelrs statemenL about the logos in Stoicism which serves rras the

reason which is in-dwelling in the universe and thereby available to

alt thinking men.rr (10) However, Ín none of these assertions about the

Iogos is there any doubt about the fact that the logos is acting to

make reason available to humankind.

It is of vilal importance bo note, however, the implication which

Justinrs cosmology has on his theory of episbemology, for here, the

conLrast between Justin and John becomes clearer. In postulating the

Stoic notion of a logos which acts to stimutate the rational processes

of the human mind, Jusbin contradicts, or aL Ieast de-emphasizes, the

Johannine concepL of a logos which acts to stimulate the soul to

perceive Godts truth. In other words, Justin implies that the same

rational process which served the pagans in their search for knowledge

abou¡ the divine is apf for the Christian. The proofs for this

assertion are embedded throughout alI three of Justints extant works.

Herein lies the heretofore alluded distinction between tphilosophicall

and t non-philosophical, I a distinction which, for our purposes r is

found to be grounded in epistemology. Fundamentally, it can be said

that Justin believes that the truth of christianity can be apprehended

in the same way in which the truth of Platonism can be apprehended.

gnly if this were true could Justin say that he proudly admits bo being

a Christian tr...not because the teachings of Plato are different from
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those of Christ, but because they are not in all respects similar.rl
(31) In obher words, bo engage in philosophy, one attempts to ascerbain

the true nature of bhings using thab faculties of bhe mind or of

reason, the selfsame faculties which one would use to understand the

teachings of Plato. If one is to obtain any truth from Plato, ib must

be done using the powers of the mind. By implying that there is truth

in Platonism, but not the complebe truth which is in Christianity'

Justin asserts that there is no event which turns the neh¡ Christian

completely around in going from the truth of philosophy to the truth of

Christ. This sort of intellectual reflection, accordinBr to Justin,

is, after all, the activity for which humankind was created. All

people , he slates, rf. . . have been born rational and contemplalive. rl

(32) That this is pleasing to God is evident from Justinrs ståtement

that rr...phifosophy is, in fact, the greatest possession, and most

honourable before God, to whom it leads us and alone commends us. rr

(33) For this reason, lhe image of Christ which predominates in

Justints works is that of teacher. Like Plato, Christ teaches. (34)

If this were not the case, Justin could nob make a statement lÍke the

following and remain logicatly consisbent. Justin writes, itl the First

Apology

..those who lived reasonably are Christians, even bhough they
have been thought atheists; as, among the Greeks, Socrates
and Heraclitus, and men like them; and among the barbarians,
Abraham, and Ananias, and Asarias, and MisaeI, and Elias, and
many others. (35)

The claim of these men to Christianity btas there ability to live
according to the logos in its manifestation of reason. This exlends

beyond a clever play on the word logos. Like the Sloics, Justin

believes the act of reason to be an earthly, immanent expression of the

DÍvine.
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In all fairness, however, it musb be admitted that Justin believed

thal there vuas a place for faith in his bheory of knowledge which would

not have been the case with philosophical systems. He states fhat,

..in order that we rnay follow those things which please Him,
choosing them by means of the rational faculties He has
Himself endowed us wibh, He both persuades us and leads us to
faith. Imy underscore] (36)

However, even in relalion to faith, it is significant thab Justin

places reason first. Although the Christian may eventually arrive aL

faith, there is no discontinuity between the rational methods of

arriving at tpagant truths, and the eventual understanding of the

fundamental trubh of ChristianiLy. This is not surprising, since, like

any philosopher, Justin believed his concept of the truth to be

correct. It would hardly surprise a student of philosophy to read a

statement analogous to Justin I s that, rrV,lhat philosophy is, however, and

the reason why it has been senl down to men, have escaped the

observation of mosti for there would be neither Plalonists, nor

Stoics, nor Peripaletics, nor Theoreticsr hor Pyt,hagoreans, this

knowledge being one. (37) Philosophers have lraditionally held thaL

lruth is independent of its mode of apprehension, and Jusfin is no

exception. Additionally, Justin believed thaf the source of fhe reason

!,ras DÍvine. As Justin himself says, God frHimself endowed ustr with the

rational faculties. But in this sense, he echoes the Sboic notion that

the }ogos spermatikos is a mode of the Universal logos.

John, oo the other hand, seems to suggest EhaE ultimate truth can

only be arrived at by way of revelation l,'lith this in mind, it is of no

surprise that in John fz6-7, Jesus states thatrrThat which is born of

the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.

Marvel not that I said unto thee, Yê must be born again..tt The
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implication is that to become a Christian, one must radically revise

one I s preconceptions of what the truth is, and how it can be

understood. To this end, John uses lhe metaphor of Jesus coming as

ligh¡ into darkness. In 125, he says that the rrlighb shineth in

darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.rr The trubh which is

bhe !,lord is as alien to traditional modes of seeking truth as light is

to darkness. Additionally, lhe darkness which is worldliness can never

comprehend the light without its coming into the world. Although it is

true that the Vüord is disseminated throughout the world, (38) It is

only available to those who understand lhat they must renounce aIl of

their worldty atbachments, including the attachment to rational

reflection.
The disagreement about the vlays available to the reliSious seeker

for the apprehension of truth is further illuminated by examining bhe

very different conversion stories which the two men relate. In his

GospeI, John tells of the statements which Jesus makes lo Nicodemus

about conversion to Christianity. He reporbs that, when quesLioned,

trJesus answered and said unto him INicodemusJ, VeriIy, verily, I say

unto thee, Exeept a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of

God."(39) tf¡is implies that the route to trubh involves a radical

revision of the mechanism which the Christian musL use in order bo

apprehend truth. In other words, the coming of the logos means that

the use of reason is made obsolete for the purposes of acquiring

perfect knowtedge. John the Baptistts statement that rrA man can

receive nothing, except it be given him from heaven,rr (40) seems to

hold true for the acquisition of true knowledge. In contrast, Justinrs

conversion, âs he relates it in the Diatogue seems to lake the form of

a Socratic dialogue, where the Christian convinces Justin that his
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current position is logically untenable, and can only be salvaged by

the incorporation of Chrisbian beliefs. Tb is for this reason that the

oId Christian precedes his argumenls with the asserlion frFor the truth

is sor and you would perceive it from bhis.rr (41) The result of the

old manrs arguments is rr...a love of the prophets, and of of those men

who are friends of Christ, possesed me and whilst revolving his words

in 0y mind, I found this philosophy alone to be safe and profitable.

Thus and for this reason, I am a phitosopher.rt (42) As a philosopher,

therefore, Justin feels no qualms about referring back to the knowledge

and teachings of his pre-Christian teachers. Therefore, he can

confidently speak about the alleged prophesy of the crucifixion in

Plato's Timaeus (43), and praise the Stoic notion of the Apocalyptic

conflagration. (44) tf¡e path to truth is stretched across time and

pIace, and is accessible, to a greater or lesser extent, to all who

employ reason. As Justin writes, in reference to Platonists and

Stoics,rfFor each man spoke well in proportion to the share he had of

the spermatic word.rt (45) This is clearly different from the Johannine

concept of ,"ull^tion as the only type of apprehension is possible for

the determination of universal truth.

It remains to be explained, therefore, why Justinrs conceptions of

the logos differ so sharply from those of John. The key to the

difference undoubtedly lies in Justinrs philosophical education. As

stated above, Johnrs principal concern bJas explaining the divinity of a

human being. The logos, with its associations of immanenl

manifestaLions of God v'Ias a convenient explanatory term to use for a

pagan aud ience. Justin r oh the other hand , r^ras exposed to Chri stianity

relatively Iate in his Iife, and unlike John, converted without the

benefiL of firslhand knowledge of the historical Jesus. Therefore,
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bJith his extensive Stoic, Peripatetic, Academic, and Platonist

background, it seems likely that Justin would have already developed

his own bheories on the relationship between human beings and the

logos. After alI, Justin himself relates that he frspent a considerable

timett (46) with a Sboic teacher. After spending time with other

philosophers, Jusbin began his study under a Platonist, during which

time, he claims bhat herrprogressed, and made the greabest improvemenLs

daily.'f (47) Additionally, Justin's discussion with the oId Christian

at the opening of the Dialogue wibh Trypho belrays a knowledge of

Platonic philosophy which would surpass Chal of the casual adherent.

Even granting for poetic Iicense on Justinrs part, it seems unlikely

that he would embelish the account of his days as a philosopher and of

his conversion to any great degree. I'{hether Justin understood the

subtleties of the philosophies is arguable; that he bras well educated

in philosophy seems undeniable. Any philosophy which I¡¡as consistent

with his theories, therefore, would doubtless have appealed lo him.

ChrÍstianity, with its Lheories about the incarnate logos would have

confirmed what JustÍn already believed.

It could be argued thab Justinrs seeming affinity with pagan

philosophical systems vlas merely a clever apologetic trick. It was

certainly a purpose of the ApologÍsts to win the tolerance of the Roman

populace and leaders by demonslrating that their beliefs were actually

quite compatibte. However, this argument loses a great deal of weight

when il is remembered that Justin Iived the Iife of the philosopher,

even donning the characteristic dress. (48)

Justinrs theories about the logos have interesting implications.

For example, JustÍnrs insistence on the quantitative separalion between

God and the logos expose him to the constant risk of polyfheism.
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Jusbin realises this danger, and therefore sLresses the unity of God

and the logos prior bo Creation. Also, JusLinfs cosmology opens the

avenue for utter free wilI. Human beings are able to choose whether

they will lead a reasonable life or nol. This is reminiscent of the

HymnboZeus,wherecleanthesspeaksoftr0nel¡'lord-whosevoicearas!
the wicked spurn.tr (49) In both instances, bhe responsibility for

rnoral choices, given their common ontotogy, ttis the unassisted work of

each individual" (50, 
,.

However r âs previously sbated, remarkably Iitte can actually be

concluded from a demonslration of Justints affinity for a certain

cosmological theory over another. To say that Justinrs ideas about the

Iogos spermatikos came from his understanding of bhe Stoics would be to

concluded too much given the amount of available evidence. It seems

that philo of Alexandria, a Middle Platonic Jew, also shows affinity

for the Stoic cosmology. That does nol mean, hov{ever, that Justin

stud ied philo I s voluminous treatises. However , this common affinity

does point to attitudes which appear lo have been discussed by bhinking

people of bhe period. It is certîþnfy interesting lo note the sharp

conLrast between Johnrs view of the logos and Justinrs. This mighb

allow the rather tentatÍve conclusion that if Justin did indeed read

John, he had already formed conceptions of the logos, and incorporated

Christianity to the degree which it fit his extanl ideas. Howevert

care should be taken not to view the thought of Justin as a static

enfity. Justin could very well have become a rgood Christiant as time

progressed, regardless of his initial motivation for adopting

Christianity as his philosophY.
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Section III

The bentaliveness of the conclusions reached does not imp1y,

however, that the comparative approach to the study of Justin I s ideas

is a fruilless one. The different perspective which comparison offers

by adding a fneutralt party to the discussion can prove to be

invaluable in understanding the texb in question. For example, Ín his

book The Hindu View of Life, Radhakrishnan suggests a cosmology which

seems to parallel Justin t s. lr'lith his ideas of rel iglous experience,

and dharma, Radhakrishnan I s philosophy of religion appears to be

compatible with Justin t s ideas on the universal Iogos. However,

although the ideas of the two are superficially quite similar, they are

actually fundamenlally different. Ib mighb be argued that fhe

similaribies resull from the fact that both works are, in effect,

apologies. In that sense, both Justin and Radhakrishnan might be

emphasising the most general elements of their beliefs, ?ãther than

specifics. Although it is probably true bhat Justin and Radhakrishnan

are anxious to show that bheir systems of belief are not exclusive or

hostile to other viewpoints, it will be demonstrated that their

cosmologies contain irreconcilable differences that go deeper than

their superficiat similarities. The sifting out of the differences

acts to question what is truly being said, in this case, ih JusLinrs

theory of the logos.

Specifically, Justints idea that the logos was responsible for all

truth which had been spoken by pagan and Jew alike seems to be similar

to Radhakrishnan rs idea that God ts revelation is unending. In both

instances, allowance is made for the appeal ing elements in the
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philosophy and theology of individuals outside of onefs religious

group. This notion of a revelation which is spread across a

spatio-temporal framework is actually quite similar in its

implications. However, Justin believed that all of Godts revelation

had come lo the world in the incarnate Logos, and theref ore, a nev'¡

standard had to be established for the understanding of truth.

Radhakrishnanr oo the other hand, seems bo imply that Godrs word wilI

never cease to be revealed, although he admils to seeing problems with

that assertion. In the fietd of epistemology, Lherefore, the men seem

to agree superficially, but disagree at the roob. Therefore, Justin

and Radhakrishnan disagree about how eternal knowledge makes ibself

available to humankind. AdditionaIIy, bhe concept of Hindu dharma

appears lo be comparable to the logos as immanent manifestation of the

Universal Logos, or rta. Therefore, given the difference in the mensr

epistemologies, it is nob surprising bhat their cosmologies should

differ as well, since, if their philosophies are coherent, the

epistemologies should be grounded in their cosmology. However, the

similarity of lhese can be challenged by the question of reason versus

intuition. It is perhaps in the third comparison that Justin and

Radhakrishnan are most similar. Both men propose a system which

suggests tolerance for other points of view. However, in both casest

the tolerance appears to be limited.

Before a comparison of the logos and the universal truth and

dharma can be undertaken, however, some fundamental similarities and

differences between the two men musl be noted. In the first placet

both men affirm the existence of one single Being which bhey refer to

as God in the face of an apparent polytheism. As Radhakrishnan writes,

trThe Hindu never doubted the reality of one supreme universal spiritt
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however, much the descriptions of it may fall short of its nature.rl

( 1 ) However, the Hindu thinker must find a place in a monistic system

for the myriad deities of t,he Hindu pantheon. Radhakrishnan

accomplishes this by suggesting that Siva, Visnu, Krsna, and others are

actually modes or atbributes of the one Nrue God. Specificallyr he

stafes Lhat,

To admit the various descripbions of God is not to lapse into
polytheism. When Yajnavalkya Ltas called upon to state the
number of gods, he sbarted with the popular number 3306, and
ended by reducing them all to one Brahman, (2)

Radhakrishnan, therefore, affirms a monisbic idea, without compromising

the existence of the deities of the Hindu pantheon. 0f courser monism

is not quite monotheism, but the point is that Radhakrishnan resists

any attempts to label him a polybheist.

There exists a tension in Justinrs affirmabion of one God which he

does nob solve as easily as Radhakrishnan. Justin consbantly balances

between monotheism and ditheism. This does not mean that Justin would

ever have admitted to holding ditheistic beliefs. He specifically

s¡ates to Trypho thatrrtThere will be no othen God,0 Tryphor nor was

there from eternity any obher exislingr (I thus addressed him), rbut He

who made and disposed alI this universe. ttr(3) Additionally, he states

that Christ "i.s called by the HoIy Spirit, now the Glory of the Lord,

novg the Son, again !'lisdom, again an Angel, then God, and then Lord and

Logos.rr (4) However, as has already been noted, Justin believes that

the Logos is numerically distincl from God, and He is to be worshipped

second only to God. tle claims that Plato rrgives bhe second place to

the Logos which is with God, tt ( 5) and finds this assertion

praiseb¡orthy. In addition, he writes,

He who spake to him lMoses] was indeed the Son of God, who is
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called both Angel and Apostle, are justly charged, both by
the Spirit of prophecy and by Christ Hirnself, with knowing
neithêr Che Father nor the Son. For they who affirm that the
Son is the Father, are proved neither to have become
acquainted with the Fabher, nor to know that lhe Father of
the universe has a Son; h¡ho aIso, being the first-begobten
Vtord of God, is even God. (6)

Justints statements about the relationship of the Logos to God are

reminiscent of Philots distinction between Theos and ho Theos. Philo

explains that the berm tGodf actually applies to one of the Potencies

ralher than to the ExisLent Itself. The title, according to Philo'

should be used as a metaphor for the actual Father of the unÍverse. Ho

Theos, or rthe God,r according to Philo, is the proper appellation for

the Father, Q) CIearIVr this assertion is somewhat paradoxical if one

wants to maintain a stricbly monotheistic belief, and Justin

understands ¡,hat the paradox exists. He does not, make great efforts

to resolve the conflict. In a rather weak ansvler to Tryphors question

of Justin rs claim that Christ trexisted as God before the ages, tr (B)

Justin answers that,

I know that the statement does appear bo be paradoxical,
especially to those of youfrace, who are ever unwilling to
unilerstanð or to perform the Irequirements] of God, bub
Iready to perform] those of your teachers, as God Himself
declaies. Now assuredly, Trypho. . . ttf¡e proofl tnat this man
is bhe Chrisb of God does not fail, though I be unable to
prove that He existed formerly as the Son of the Maker of all
things, being God, and was born a man by the Virgin. (9)

However, Justin undeniably claimed that rrHe

appeared to Abraham, and to Jacob, and to Moses,

who is said to have

and who is called God,

is distinct from Him who made alt things,- numerically, I mean, not

IdistincC] in will.rf (10) He follows this statement by providing a

rather Phitonic proof for the existence of two beings which !,rere

present at the Lime of creafion, at bhe time of the discourses with

Abraham and Jacob, and in the burning bush. The need for lwo gods is
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understandable in the context of Middle PIatonÍsm, where the Ineffable

Absolute is seen as unable to mingle with the material, and therefore

an intermediate being is necessary. Therefore, we must eifher affirm

that Justin was polytheistic, or remain content with the position that

Jusbin understood Jesus to be God in some paradoxical vúâyr and thab his

theories about bhe Trinity were incomplete. From his statement to

Trypho, it seems plausible that Justin sard the inconsisbency in his

beliefs, and obfuscales the issue.

An addilional subject which merits discussion by hray of

introduction is fhe attitudes of Justin and Radhakrishnan toward the

rational faculties as a means of apprehending religious truth.

Radhakrishnan clearly relegates rational reflection to a secondary

place. Religious insiBht, according to Radhakrishnan, is arrived al by

intuilion ralher than by reason. In the Hindu scheme, rrlntellect is

subordinate to intuition, dogma to experience, outer expression to

inward realizationrt (11) Less evident, but no Iess important, is the

role thab reason actually does play in Radhakrishnants epistemology.

Radhakrishnan explains that rrln order to be able to say that religious

experience reveals reality, Ín order to transform religious certainty

into logical certalnty, !,t€ are obliged to give an intellectual account

of the experience. Hindu thought has no mistrust of reason.rr (12)

Therefore, fêligious insight paves the road to faith in the Truth of

God. From there, however, the religious seer must incorporate the

apparent world. This step forces the seer to deal in the processes

appropriate to the empirical world, vLz., the rational faculties. In

simpler terms, Radhakrishnan suggests a scheme wherein faith Ieads fo

reason.

In contrasL, Justin proposes that reason leads to faith. As ciied
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above, Justin believes that trin order that we may follow bhose things

which please Him, choosing them by means of the ratÍonal faculties He

has Himself endowed us with, Hê both persuades us and leads us to

faith." (13) Atthough the process which Justin uses is the opposite of

the one which Radhakrishnan employs, it can equally be said of Justin
thal he has no mistrust of reason. However, this does not mean that
the difference between Justin and Radhakrishnan is meaningless on this
parlicular point. Rather, it suggests that they both accept faith and

reason as means of apprehending the trut,h. The two thinkers value

faith and reason differently, þut they both agree thal truth can be

derived from both modes of religious experience.

In making a comparison of the spatio-temporal revelation of God

which Radhakrishnan and Justin propose, two major points should be

considered. The fÍrst question to ask is whether or not both thinkers

believe that thinkers outside of their tradition have access to the

trubh by means of a process which is not their own. In other words, it
must be deterrnined if the thinkers believe that there can exist Hindus

without the Vedas, and Christians without Christ. Secondly, the nature

of the revelabions should be compared, particularly with reference to

whether the source for the revelation is internal or external.
From his writings, it seems clear that Radhakrishnan believes bhat

aL1 religious thinkers participat,e in the Truth, regardless of their
methods for understanding It. In whab is perhaps the cenbral statement

of his chapter on rrReligious Experience,rr Radhakrishnan writes,

The Hindu thinker readily admits other points of view than
his ouln and considers them to be just as worthy of attention.
If the whole race of man...is the offspring of God, then we
rnust admit that, in the vast compass of his providence, a1l
are being trained by his wisdom and supported by his love to
reach within the limits of their povüers a knowledge of bhe
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Supreme. !,lhen the Hindu found that d i f f erent people aimed at
and acheived God-realization in different v'Jays, he generously
recognized them a1l and justified their place in bhe course
of history. (14)

He supports this assertion by means of the metaphor of little children

on fhe beach drawing water out of bhe ocean wilh seashells. The water

of the ocean is inexhausbable, but each drop is a true rrpart of the

authentic waters.rr ( 15)

Although it is not a necessary conclusion, Radhakrishnan concludes

that his assertion must be held to be true, because the Supreme reveals

Itself across the expanse of space and time, without ever reaching a

complete revelation. He states that rrPrecious as are the echoes of

God t s voice in the souls of men of long ago r our regard for bhem must

be tempered by lhe recognition of the truth that God has never finished

bhe revelat,ion of his wisdorn and love.tf (16) For this reason, a

religious seer is only responsible for the portion of the truth which

is available in his or her age. That is to saVr although we are

responsible for incorporabing the contemporary scientific truths in a

cogent interpretation of Godrs truth, to expect to see the exact same

interpretation in a seer of the last century, with their limited
knowledge of genetics, for example, would be anachronistic. Because vJe

know more r rnle are responsible for more. However, that does not detract

from the worth of religious seers without our sophistication, in

relation to there time. Radhakrishnan writes that, tt...the religious
seer is compelled to justify his inmost conviclions in a vray that
sabisfies the thought of his age.rf (17) Therefore, it is safe to say

that Radhakrishnan accepts the trubh which other thinkers obtain, using

methods other than his own.

At first glance, Justin appears to be proposing much the same
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that aIl those

In his First

..we have declared above that He is the Vüord of whom every
race of men h¡ere partakers; and those who lived reasonably
are Christians, ðven though they have been thought atheists;
âS, among the Greeks, Socrates and Heraclitus, and men like
thém; añO among the barbarians, Abraham and Ananias, and
Azarías, and MisãeI, and Elias, and many others. (18)

Justin is responding bo the evidenl weakness in some Christian claims

that salvation is only available to those who accept the hisborical

Jesus as Christ and Saviour. Therefore, Justin provided a scheme

whereby the worthy pre-christians could also be saved. He uses

Socrates as his principal example of the perseeution of a Christian

before Christ. He states thaC'

. . those who by human birth vuere more ancient than Christ'
when they atlempted to consider and prove bhings by reasont
were broùght, bäfore the tribunals as impious persons ?!d
busybodieé. And Socrates, who btas more zealous in this
diróction than all of them, v,Jas accused of the very same
crimes aS ourSelves. . . Christ. . .was partially known eVen by
Socrates. (19)

The vehicle of revelation, in Justints case as in Radhakrishnanrs caset

is preseng throughout time. Justin builds his cosmology around the

notion that the !,lord, or logos, has been present in all of humankind

since the beginning of time, and that this

responsible for atl apprehensions of Trufh.

revelation through reason is

Every individual
degree in which

spoke the

he or shetruth, according to Justin, in proporbion to

b¡as imbued with the logos s ermatikos. However, with the coming of

Christ, the fuII truth or Logos was available to human beings, and the

logos spermatikos became obsolete. Proofs for this asserLion w1Il be

offered beIow. In other words, like Radhakrishnan, Justin believes

thal human beings are only responsible for the truth to the degree
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which 1t is available to them.

Radhakrishnan and Justin also concur on lhe question of where bhe

available truth comes from. Both men believe that the ultimate source

of the truth is God, and bobh affirm that God's truth is somehow

internalized, and thereby available for retrieval. For example,

although Radhakrishnan states that, I'The Hindu philosophy of religion

starts from and returns bo an experimental basis,rf (ZO) he also claims

that religious knowledge is the producL of insigf¡t, or intuition. That,

is to say, albhough God reveals lts being or truth, it is by lmplanting

it within the individual so that it can be apprehended by intuition.

Justin, too, believes thal God ts truth is made manifest in the

individual, and that each individual is therefore responsible for its

procurement. To this end he writes,
In the beginning He made the human race with the pohrer of
thought and of choosing the truth and doing right, so thab
all men are without excuse before God; for they have been
born rational and contemplative. (21)

That human beings have the knowledge of the truth within Chem is

evidenced by the fact that rational beings act morally. (22) In this

confext, Radhakrishnants statement that rrGod is not somewhere above us

and beyond usr he us also in us,tt (23) can be seen as an analog for fhe

logos spermatikos. God is external, but It also manifesbs Itself within

the individual as the ]¡lord. The dif ference between the thinkers

concerns the method which is used in order to access this providential,

internaL knowledge of God t s truth. As has already been implied t

Radhakrishnan believes bhat intuition is sufficient for the

understanding of the divine revelation which human beings are in

possession of, whereas Justin hotds that the only means of obtaining an

underslanding of Godrs bruth is through reason.
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However, perhaps the principal difference between Justin and

Radhakrishnan on the subject of revelation is the lime framework within

which the lwo men operate. Radhakrishnan explicitly states that God is

continuously revealing Itself, and will presumably continue to do so.

However, in his explanation of Sankara, he stabes bhab,ttlf the end is

not reached, if our lives are to be wasted in the pursuit of travelling

perpetually and never arriving, then the world process is unmeaning and

the cry that has gone forth fhat atl is vanity becomes iustifÍed.rl
(24) The converse is that is the unending hisborical process is not

eternal, then perfection must eventually be reached. This perfection

is what Sankara calls moksa. Eventually, however, rrlrlhen the whole

universe reaches its consummaLion, the tiberated individuals [wilI]

lapse inbo the stillness of the Absolute.'r Q5) The implication is

that revelation will continue for a very long time, and aIl sou1s,

presumably through better rebirt,hs, will eventually come to know the

Supreme, and even become It. Tf this appears to be contradictoryr it

must be recalled that Radhakrishnan holds the typically Hindu belief in

the cyclical nature of time. TheoreCicaIIy, at least, there is the

possibility for an infinite number of worlds to collapse into the

stillness of the Absolute, and for a given soul, therefore, to obtain

release an infinite number of times. In olher words, unlike lhe

traditional western notion of bime as continuum, Radhakrishnan operafes

on þhe assumption that bime circles eternally. To speak of the rend of

timer in Radhakrishnan, therefore, is a subjective assertion.

Justin, on the other hand, contends fhat the revelation through

the indwelling logos s ermatikos ceased to become an option with fhe

incarnation of the Logos. Trypho asks Justin whether keeping the law

is a means toward salvation for those born after Jesus. Justin replies
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in the negative, and explains that covenants are only relevant unbil

another comes to replace them. He uses Mosaic law as his example.

Justin affirms that those Jews who lived righLeously before the giving

of the Ten Commandments were saved, regardless of the fact thal bhey

did nob follow those commandmenbs. The only law which they v{ere bound

to keep was that of circumcision. However, after the implementation of

Mosaic 1aw, God I s nevl covenant with IsraeI, circumcision alone was not

sufficient for salvation. (20) tfre same, according to Justin, is true

of the nev{ covenant which is heralded in by the Christ. Specifically'

Justin writes,

Now, law placed against law has abrogabed that which is
before it, and a covenant which comes after in like manner
has pul an end to the previous one; and an eternal and final
1aw- namely, Christ- has been given to usr and the covenant
is trustworthy, after which there shall be no 1aw, no
commandment, no ordinance. (27)

The same must be true for the pagans, who, though they had no law, did

have the opportunity to tlive reasonablyr and attain salvation. After

aII, if the criteria for salvation is Iiving according to the logos, it

IogicaIIy follows that, in the face of the incarnate Logos, all

knowledge which faIls short of Christianity is incomplete. Therefore,

Justin, unlike Radhakrishnan, sahr him self at bhe end of a process of

God implanting the rseeds of the ldord,r and replacing it with the final

revelation, the whole of the l¡'lord.

However, ib musL be reme¡nbered that JustÍn v,ras concerned wit'h an

incÍpienb millenium. Unlike the present day, most Christians presumed

that the second advent was not long in coming. Justinrs concern is

evidenced by the substantial space he devotes in all three of his

wriLings to the second coming. (28) therefore, it would appear t'hat

there is some similarity to be found even in the midst of the apparenf
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difference of the time frameworks wifhin which the men are working.

Justin and Radhakrishnan both suggest that the Truth will be made

manifest in all of lts glory at the time when worldly existence

dissolves. However , as has already been alluded to , Radhakrishnan I s

tend of timef is based in a cyclical notion of universal time, whereas

Justin assumes a ttime-Iinef type of continuum, with a definite end

being a part of universal history. Of course, lhis similarity is based

on Justin I s misperceptions of the turn which history u¡as going to take.

If Christians are correct, and Jesus was the incarnale Logos, then it

has been approximately 2000 years since the revealed !,lord appeared in

Its Totality, and the phenomenal world still shows no sign of being

plunged into Justints Apocalyptic vision.

Another analog to Justin's theory of the logos spermatikos is

suggested by Radhakrishnanrs ideas of Hindu dhq4ma. According to

Radhakrishnan,

Dharma is right action. In the Rg Veda, rta is the right
order of the universe. It stands for both the satya or the
truth of things as well as the dharma or the law of
evolution...Every form of life, every group of men has its
dharma¡ which is the law of its being. Dharma or virtue is
conformity with lhe truth of things; adharma or vice is
opposition to it. (29)

Dharma, therefore, seems to be the immanent attribute of the Order of

bhe universe. To the degree which people are in conformi0y with rta by

vüay of dharma, they are virbuous. The implication is thaf, because

dharma is pervasive, 1t is the responsibility of humans to choose

between right and v'rrong.

Similarly, the Iogos can be interpreted as rright reason. t It has

already been sl¡own that lhe logos spermatikos is the immanent

manifestation of the Universal Logos or Reason. This seems very like

the idea that dharma is the rta immanent. Additionally, Justin states
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that rf He is the l,tord of whom every race of men were partakers; and

those who lived reasonably Imeta togoul are Christians,rr (30) and, by

implication, virtuous. Justin also equabes irrationality wilh

licentiousness and wickedness. (31) The analogy of dharma with reason,

and adharma wÍth irrationality seems evident. However, it comes as no

surprise that the analogy is not perfect. In the first place, dharma

is right action, not reason. Given Radhakrishnanrs emphasis on the

intuitive over the rational, one might expect him to hold the

contemplative subordinate to the active. In the second place, aIl

forms of life have their dharma, ulhereas only human belngs conlain the

logos spermatikos.

The final similarity is perhaps bhe most ironic, for both Justin

and Radhakrishnan suggest systems which would allow for a great deal of

religious toleration, but, in fact, both men are convinced thaf they

are equipped with the truth which eclipses all others. Radhakrishnan

claims that, rrThe more religious bre grovu the more lolerant of diversity

shaIl hre become.rr (32) This type of claim is the logical conclusion of

his beliefs about the legitimacy of alI types of religious experience.

However, Radhakrishnan explicitty states that intuition is superior to

intellect, and that experience is superior to dogma. This demonstrates

a clear preference for the undergoing of the religious search, and he

seems to believe bhat he knows what fate will befall the world. He

states, through Sankara, that the acheivement of the Absolute will
result in the destruction of the worId, and all will be perfect

stillness. This, he says, is what others mean when they speak of

heaven and heII. However, it is not at all self-evidenb that rrthe

implication of these eternal staLes Ieternal heaven or hell] is one of

eternal idleness.tr (33) Clearly, Radhakrishnan is expressing what he
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holds to be the true nabure of things. Regardless of his assertion

that the choice between one religious adherence Ís a mabter of a

person rs rrown endowment, personal, racial, and historicalrrr (34)

Radhakrishnan also states that many Hindus rracquiesce in admittedly

unsatisfactory conceptions of God.'f (35) What he is saying, therefore,

is that all religious pursuit is worthy, as tong as it results in a

rsatisfactoryr conception of God. This appears bo be a rather heavily

qualified tolerance. After all, of what use is it to concede the

legitimacy of a religious idea, if aE the same timet one denies its

essential trufh.

In this sense, Justin appears more generous. He affirms fhe fact

that some pagans perceived a portion of the Truth, however incomplete.

Of course, Justin measures the amount of truth by his ohtn Middle

platonic ChrisLian standards. Therefore, truth participates in Truth

to the degree which it is compatible wiLh Christianity. Juslin cannot'

therefore, be called toleranf.

It has been demonsbrated, therefore, that although Justin and

Radhakrishnan have apparent similarities in their notions regarding lhe

nature of divine revelation and bhe immanent manifestation of universal

Order, their conceptions are quite different. Both thinkers allow for

bhe understanding of the true nature of things by members outside of

lheir particular tradition, but, whereas Radhakrishnan posits a divine

revelation across an indefÍniLe space of time, Justin resLricts his

Iogos sÞermatikos Lo those individuals who preceeded the incarnatÍon.

Similarly, although both men believe that revelation was the

internalization of truth from an exbernal Absolute Truth r Justin

suggested that the truth !.¡as made accessible bhrough the use of reason.

In contrast, Radhakrishnan believed that people reLrieved the inbernal
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trubh through intuition and insight. It b¡as demonstrated that the

apparent simÍlarity between the Iogos spermatikos and dharma is useful

as an analogy, but the two concepts are grounded in fundamentally

different meanings. Right reason is analagous lo righl action, but the

two are not the same. However, ib was an inberesting effect that the

analagous cosmolägies resulted in the same effect. Albhough both

Justin I s and Radhakrishnan t s systems al1ow for religious toleration t

neither of the two acheive that end. Both of the men hold their

respective theories of truth too dearly, and Cheir theories are too

alien, for any true dialogue to occur between Justin and Radhakrishnan.

t
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Section IV

It is perhaps an unfortunate legacy for the study of religion,

that the construction of the calendar should center around an evenf

which occurred at one of the most vibrant eras of the Roman empire.

NearIy one-thousand years after the founding of Rome, Jesus came and

went, and left fifteen hundred years of sLudents wilh the anno domini.

The notation is unfortunabe, because it imposes upon the student of

religion the psychological consLruct of events of the second century

A.D. occurring ab the dawn of time. That is to sayr bhe year r1 A.D.r

sounds very much like a beginning. It risks occluding the fact that no

denizen of the Roman empire in the time of Claudius would have thought

of himself as living ab lhe beginning of anything, any more than !.te

would think of ourselves as living in the beginning of time, !,¡ere lhe

students of the future to consLruct a calendar surrounding the bombing

of Hiroshima. This observation, however appropriate to the subject al

hand, is not restricted to it. In all branches of religious sludy, the

maLerial appears to be organized around reformers and the birth of nebt

ages, such as Luther and the Reformation. That is to sayr the

important thinkers of a given time appear lo be liminal. Tt is rarer

that the sludent of philosophy and religion will consider how the

particular thinker classified him- or herself. The outcome

unfortunabely tends to dicLate the classification. For example, hovt

often is it remembered that Jesus styled himself a Jew rather than a

Christian. However, this is more than simply an impassioned plea for

context. A restructuring of the emphases in religious studies would

entail the evolution of a completely neh¡ attitude of how the subject of
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religion should be approached.

The truth is thaf there exist two types of contexts whlch I shall

refer to as vertical and horizontal. If one pictures a time line, the

horizontal context refers to the afmosphere or thinkers immediately

before or after a given time. For example, the horizontal contexf of

Hume has Descartes and rationalism to the lefb of it, and Kant and

synthetic philosophy Lo the right of it. The vertical context, on the

other hand, is the cluster of points around a given time or thoughf.

So, continuing the example, the verbical component of Hume would be

Locke, Berkeley, and other empirlcists. Both contexts are

indispensible to the understanding of a given individual. However, too

often the horizontal componenL is clouded by the vertical, and a

thinker appears to be an inconsistency. The case of Justin Martyr is a

particularly apt example of Lhis phenomenon. Justin appears bo be an

aberration from the standpoinls of Paul ine and even Johannine

Christianity, as has already been pointed out. This is largely fhe

result of rety_ing on bhe vertical context for the seeking of precedent.

If one seeks among Christians for a precedent to Justinrs philosophical

ChristianitV, it would appear that Justin v\tas a great original thinker t

as the precedents simply do not appear.

However, as has already been alluded to, Justin entered into

ChrisLianiby with an exLensive philosophical background and considered

himself to be a philosopher. He had alrnost certainly already come info

contact with a variety of opinions concerning the logos, and analogous

concepts, from Stoic and Platonist teachers. Therefore, it is not

unlikely that Justin had formulated his ov,,n ideas about the true nalure

of things, and set out to test his ideas. For Justin, therefore, Lhe

central reality revolved around fhe truth of his philosophical beliefs.
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The philosophy of Lhe Logos Incarnate was compabible with his beliefs'

and he therefore incorporabed it. Ib is significant that Jusbin never

felt that his Platonism ',¡¡as incompatible with his Christianity. It

cerbainly appears true that inconsistencies vanish when one simply

categorises Justin as a pagan. That is to sâV r when one places Justin

in the correct vertical context, thab of Middle Platonist, fhe

horizontal context emerges.

The problem appears reducible to the tendency to classify an

individual by the outcome of his or her influence. For example, in the

case of Justin, Christians such as Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria and

Terbutlian v¡ere inf luenced by Justin, and a nebl standard ,f or

Christianity r¡¡as established. However, if Justinrs apologetic style

had remained restricted lo Platonists, and had inspired pagans to offer

apologies for their beleifs, is it not conceivable that Justin would be

considered a pagan who incorporated Christian teachings about Jesus

into his platonism rather than as a Christian who incorporated

Platonist ideas into his Christianity.?
The tendency to classify a given individuat by the outcome of

their influence can operate in a converse manner as weIl. Martin

Luther, for example, viewed himself as a Catholic reformer, with

emphasis on the term Catholic. Luther never intended to set himself in

opposilion lo the Roman church in the entirety of its Leachings.

However, the rise of the Reformation spirit, and the sptit which rent

the Church in the centuries to come has fostered an atlitude toward

Martin Lulher which is singularly undeserved. Lutherts protesbation

b¡as not uncommon. That is to say r Luther vuas not a unique phenomenon

either from the point of view of the vertical context or the

horizontal. However, the ouLcome has suggested that Luther should be
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viewed as something of a maverick.

Therefore, the tendency among many religious schol"ars to study

religion from lhe point of view of reformations and tturn-aroundst

appears somewhat suspect,. T would venlure to suggest that in nearly

any situation where it appears that a given thinker is rout of his or

her element, t a comment is simply being made about the way the

situation is being studied. 0f course it would seem thaf I am

prectuding any notion of original thought, and that is not what I

in¡end to suggest. Rabher, it seems clear fhat no bhinker operates

within an intellectual vacuum, Descarfes notwithstanding. I would

simply r.,¡arn against a tendency which appears to focus around grand

innovations in the hisLory of religion. Clearly, some thinkers are

betler than others, and I do not propose that religion begin to center

around the obscure writers who have nothing to add. Ratherr I suggest

that instead of trying to fit any given thinker into a tradition which

serves to stimulate intellectual unease, fit that individual into the

contexl which best accomodates him or her. Do not let bhe outcome

determine the classification. Let Juslin be a typical pagan, rather

lhan a strange Christian.
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APP ENDÏX

The following is a listing of the references
Divine Logos is his three extant works. The
firs! and second Apologies , and the Dialogue
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which Justin makes to
references come from
with Trypho.

I Apol o gy

v. For noL only among the Greeks did reason (togos) prevail to condemn
these bhings through Socrates, but also among the Barbarians v'rere they
condemned by Reason (or the !{ord, the Logos) Himself, who took shape,
and became man, and !.Ias caIled Jesus Christ.

x. For the restraint which human laws could not effect
inasmuch as He is divine, would have effected, had nol
demons...
scattered many
false and profane accusations, none of which attach fo

the 1,'lord,
he wicked

,
E

xii. And that you will not succeed is
after God who begat Him, hre know there
j ust.

us.

the Vtor d , than whom,
more kingly and

declared by
is no ruler

. . . so whatever the l¡lord f orbids us to choose, the sensible man
wiIl not choose.

xiv. And thus do v'¡e

aloof from them (ie.
Lhrough his Son

aIso, since out persuasion by bhe lrlord, stand
the demons ) , and follow the only unbegotten God

the first-birth of
He, Jesus Christ, our
and ascended into

you believe regarding

xxi. And when v.¡e say also that the !'lord, who is
God, was produced without sexual union, and that
Teacher, v'¡as crucif ied and died, and rose again,
heaver, u¡e propound nothing different from what
those whom you esleern sons of Jupiler.

xxii. And if we assert that the Vüord of God hras
peculiar manner . . .1et this. . . be not extraordinary
that Mercury is the angelic word of God.

born of God in
thing to Vou r

a
who say

xxiii. ...Jesus Christ is the only proper Son who has been begotten
God, being His i'Jord and f irst-begotten, and pohrer

xxxii. And what is called by fhe Divine Spirit through the prophet
rf His robe. It are those men who bel ieve in Him in whom abideth the seed
o f God , the ldord .

xxxvi. But when you hear the utterences of the prophets spoken as it
were personally, you must not suppose that they are spoken by the
inspired themselves, buf by the Divine lùord who moves them.

by

xlvi. tle have been taught that Chrisb is the firsl-born of God, and hle
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have declared above that He is the l,lord of whom every race of men blere
parlakers; and those who Iived reasonably [meta logou] are
Christians, even though they have been thought atheists

Iix. So that both Plato and they who agree with him, and !,re ourselves,
have learned, and you also can be convinced, that by the word of God
the whole world was made

Ix. For he IPlato] gives the second
od,
who he said was placed crosswise in

lxiii. Now Lhe t'lord of God is His Son

...the Father of þhe unÍverse has
first-begotten Word of God, is even

Ixiv. And in like manner also
the daughter of Jupiter, not by
conceived and made fhe world by
first conception

place to the Logos which is with G

the universe.

a Son; who also, being the
God.

they craftily feigned that Minerva was
sexual union, but, knowing that God
the lr'lord, they say that Minerva is the

lxvi Jesus Christ
of God, had both flesh

Saviour, having been made f lesh by bhe l¡'lord
blood for our salvatÍon

th ey
But
they

our
and

II Apology

vi. And His Son, who alone is properly called Son, the l¡tord, who also
was with Him and was begotten before the works, when at first He
created and arranged aIl things by Him, is called Christ

viil. And those of lhe StoÍc school- since, so far as their moral
teaching wenb, they ulere admirable, as were also the poets Ín some
particularsr oh account of the seed of reason Ithe Logos] implanted in
every race of men- b¡erer w€ know, hated and put to deaLh

...And it is nothing wonderful; if the devils are proved to cause
those to be much lvorse hated who live noL according to a part of the
word diffused Iamong men], but by the knowledge and contemplation of
the whole Vüord, which is Christ.

ix. ...right Reason, when He came, proved that noL all opinions, nor
aII doctrines are good, but that some are evil, while ofhers are good.

x. For whatever eilher lawgivers or philosophers uttered welI,
elaborated by finding and contemplating some part of the i¡'lord.
since they did not know the whole of the !,lord, which is Christ,
often contradicted lhemselves.

...Christ...was partially known even by Socrates (for He hras and is
bhe l¡'lord who is in every man. .. )

xiii. For each man spoke well in proportion to the share he had of the
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For next to God, hre worship and love the l{ord who is from the
unbegotten and ineffable God

Dialogue with Trypho
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Beginning Iwho was] a cerbain
who is called by the HolY
Son, again Vlisdom, again an

lxi. . . .God begat before aly creabures a
rational power Iproceeding] from Himserf'
Spirit, no!'¡ the Glory of the Lordr now the
Angel, then God, and then Lord and Logos

cxxviii. ...they call Him the Vtord, because He carries bidings from
the Father to men
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